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What is a limited liability company? How is an LLC different from a corporation? Should you form an LLC for your business? Limited Liability Companies For Dummies, answers all of your questions about LLCs and demystifies the formation and management of these increasingly popular business entities.

This clear, concise guide explains the pros and cons of LLCs and shares insider insights on everything from choosing your members and your company name to creating and filing your Articles of Organization, to the day-to-day operation of your LLC. You'll also find valuable tips on creating your Operating Agreement, saving on taxes, and avoiding bankruptcy and fraud. You'll discover all the information you need to:

	Decide if an LLC is right for you
	Get the help you need to from your LLC
	Form your LLC in or out of your own state
	Lower LLC costs and fees
	Convert an existing company to an LLC
	Comply with state and local licensing issues
	Use your LLC to protect your assets
	File annual reports and research franchising fees
	Issue membership shares
	Dissolve or extend an LLC
	Control LLC assets and debt
	Keep your LLC intact


Packed with winning strategies for streamlining your business, protecting your assets, and passing your estate on to your heirs, Limited Liability Companies For Dummies gives you the power and the knowledge to take full advantage all the benefits your LLC has to offer.
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Drawing the Human HeadWatson-Guptill, 1965
In 300 extraordinary drawings, Hogarth shows how to draw the head from every angle, age the face from infancy to old age, and delineate every feature and wrinkle.

       About the Author
   
Burne Hogarth’s (1911–1996) remarkable career spanned over 60 years. He wore many hats in...
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Handbook of Instrumental Techniques for Analytical ChemistryPrentice Hall, 1997
Chemical Analysis is not just for analytical chemists!
 Scientists, engineers, and technicians in a variety of fields often need information from chemical analyses in their work. Many professional chemists also require information from techniques outside their area of specialization.  

 With this handbook, these users can find...
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The Little Mac Book, Lion Edition (Little Book)Peachpit Press, 2011

	The Little Mac Book used to be really little—way back in 1989. In 100 pages, it told you everything you needed to know. The Mac itself was also little in those days.


	Over the years, as the Mac got bigger and more powerful, The Little Mac Book got bigger and...
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Unity 4.x Game AI ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Use your basic knowledge of Unity3D to add effective artificial intelligence to your games. This tutorial will take you through all the essentials, from flocking to pathfinding, from navigation graphs to behavior trees.


	Overview

	
		A practical guide with step-by-step instructions and example projects to...
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Jump Start PHPSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2013

	
		Get a Jump Start on PHP today!

	
		PHP is a key server-side technology in web development, enabling you to quickly and simply develop interactive, usable and engaging websites and applications.

	
		In just one weekend with this SitePoint book, you'll learn how to:

		
			Install all of the...
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CCSP Cisco Secure PIX Firewall Advanced Exam Certification GuideCisco Press, 2003
Official self-study test preparation guide for the Cisco 9E0-111 and 642-521 CSPFA exams

Coverage of the CSPFA topics enables you to identify and fill your knowledge gaps before the exam date. You'll learn about:


	The comprehensive line of Cisco PIX Firewall products and the technology and features central to each...
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